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Abstract

In the last few years and with the intensification of unilateral sanctions and inhumane Western countries against the Islamic Republic of Iran, with the aim to stop peaceful nuclear program; the new term "resistance economy" was added to the country's economic literature, and is discussed the appropriate the country's economic situation. This term's was raised the first time in visit with entrepreneurs with the leader of the Islamic Revolution in September 1389. At the same meeting, Leader of the Revolution introduced "resistance economy" as the meaning of entrepreneurship, and two cause of "economic pressures enemy," and "Country readiness for mutation" raised as a basic requirement for Entrepreneurship their country. Resistance economy is meant to detect pressure spheres and subsequently attempts to control and attenuate them, and under ideal conditions trying to convert this pressure into opportunity. Resistive economy is in order to reducing dependence and emphasizes the advantages of domestic production and trying to self-reliance. Leader of the Islamic Revolution of Iran, in recent years in his words; repeatedly emphasized on the economy and the economic war that enemies of the Islamic Republic in order to deal with developments have taken. And also he has reminded repeatedly ways of dealing with it, and even in their naming for years has been considered this issue. Also with short study of the Quran can be easily understood Islam orders in relation to self-sufficiency and resistance economic.
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Introduction
Economists say the definition of resistance economy: Resistive economy is placed confrontation between with dependent economy and the consumer, this economy is not passive; will stand against economic goals domination, and try to change the economic structure and changing it based on ideology and goals.
Resistive economy is in order to reducing dependence and emphasizes the advantages of domestic production and trying to self-reliance. Resistance economy eliminates required Country from abroad, to the extent that Country be protected from threats and economic pressures. Resistance economy first localizing does manufacturing technology of up to date, fundamental and consumer goods and then does training professional peoples who have the knowledge and technology of its manufacture goods. Resistance economy Cause boom and the strength of the economy, also assistance the country for reaching an industrial base and secure, and are also causes to reducing unemployment.
Significant principle is important in the resistance economy, it is endogeneity and Outward-looking; which means that the country use of internal facilities and capacities and produce goods that after removing domestic needs, have ability to compete with foreign examples in global markets and be issued to Global markets.
In the last few years and with the intensification of unilateral sanctions and inhumane Western countries against the Islamic Republic of Iran, with the aim to stop peaceful nuclear program; the new term "resistance economy" was added to the country's economic literature, and is discussed the appropriate the country's economic situation. This term's was raised the first time in visit with entrepreneurs with the leader of the Islamic Revolution in September 1389. At the same meeting, Leader of the Revolution introduced "resistance economy" as the meaning of entrepreneurship, and two cause of "economic pressures enemy" and "Country readiness for mutation» raised as a basic requirement for Entrepreneurship their country (Kamrani Rad, 1393).

Pillars of Resistance Economic:
Leader of the Islamic Revolution of Iran in recent years, in own words repeatedly emphasized on the economy and the economic war that enemies of the Islamic Republic in order to deal with developments have taken. And also he has reminded repeatedly ways of dealing with it, and even in their naming for years has been considered this issue.
He is with full knowledge of the economic war the enemy and their goals of intensify pressure and sanctions against Iran, always trying to provide programs and patterns in order to deal with these pressures, and believe that a solution of passing through current sensitive and critical stage is getting serious resistance economy.

A: resistance the economy
It is duty of we all try to the country against enemies strong, non-porous, non-impact, maintain and keep it; and this is one of the requirements of a "resistance economy". In the resistance economy, a basic and important element is robustness of the economy. Economy must be resistant; must be able to resist in the face of what may be exposed to enemy conspiracy.
B) The use of all the capacities of the state and the people

Should be used the capacity of public and private sector people to help the strength of the economy, resistive economy has pillars, one of the pillars is relied upon to the people and help from different strata of society, especially the academic community. Must be followed policies Article 44 with attention and careful much more. In some cases, from country authorities heard the private sector does not come forward because of his disability. Taken into account must be measures, to solve this problem. Should be private sector became to active section public. Resistive economy means that we must have an economy according to which either trend of economic growth in the country be preserved, both to reduce vulnerability. The economic situation of the country and economic system such that against the tricks of enemy that always and will be a variety of forms, the less damaged and compromised. One of the conditions uses of all capacities of the state and the people, both to be used of ideas and solutions that are by experts, and both should be used the assets.

C: supporting the national production

The Most important pillar of resistive economy, supporting the national production, industry and agriculture. Thankfully, official provide good statistics; but on the other hand, the authorities have reported of the disorder in some factories as well as some manufacturing industries, should be picked up barriers in front of economic boom and internal problems of manufacturing units such as factories and workshops. If these problems had been resolved now was good the country's economic situation and people do not experiencing economic pressure and also took helps to the people.

D: Management of foreign exchange resources

One of the most important issues of the economy, are foreign exchange reserves; currency resources should be managed properly. That few days later, another talk it negates and itself solution provides for management of foreign exchange resources. This Multiple views of authorities is harmful, foreign currency resources should be managed with high accuracy because if it is managed and to be used; solve many economic problems and helps to country's economy for retrofit.

E: consumption management

One other issue in resistive economy is consumption management. Consumption also needs to be managed. Unfortunately, extravagance and indulgence has become an important issue in the country. To avoid extravagance is required to making culture and practical action. Making culture is more responsible media. Radio and television has played a significant role in this important. And alongside Radio and television other organizations should also work in this important. Thank God our Muslim people are interested in genuine Islamic concepts, waste is strictly prohibited in Islam, and unfortunately, we are extravagance people! Should be take action inside the government to prevent waste, the government itself is a huge consumer, should be start of him until see effects in the community and the making culture. Supreme Leader about the purpose of the enemy from establishes sanctions and pressures On Islamic Republic of Iran states that: Is not interested no one except America and the Zionist regime of the sanctions. Others entered the field by force and to pressure and with these things. It is clear that force can be so continue- a sometime - were forced exceptions twenty countries from the oil sanctions and the like. Others who were not exception, themselves do not want, and more than what we want or as much as we would like, they are looking for solutions. So should be resisted. We a few years ago were discussed a "resistance economy".
All those who were overseeing various issues, could guess the purpose of the enemy, the economic pressure on the country. It was clear and designs showing that they want to focus on economy. Our country's economy is an important point for them. The goal of the enemy was to focus on the economy, harm to national growth, harm to occupation, naturally, national prosperity disrupted and damaged. People are suffering problems, separated of the Islamic regime; this is the goal of the enemy economic pressure, and human being could observe this perceptible.

**Resistive economy of the viewpoint of Quran**

With short study of the Quran can be easily understood Islam orders in relation to self-sufficiency and resistance economic. As the purpose of Resistive economy is self-sufficiency and economic independence of Islamic society, Holy Quran in his Quran verses emphasizes on this important matter.

Among the verses that speak about the economic independence Muslim communities, is Sura Nisa, verse 141. In this verse Allah says:

»"And God will never for disbelievers the way control over the believers"

Also in verse 22 of Sura Araf emphasis on public welfare of the Muslim community and fight against poverty:

»"Tell who ornament of God, which created for His servants and as well as has sanctioned the blessings and good things."

Is also referenced to economic development of the Muslim communities in Sura Al-Imran verse 103:

»"And all hold fast to the rope of Allah and do not separate, and remember the favor of Allah about himself, and when you were enemy together, so put in your hearts affection, so by His favor you became brethren together "(Quran).

**Strategies to achieve Resistive economy**

With regard to the mentioned above, the author as a small member of the the university community, I decided what the in this regard come to our minds, I wrote about how to run the resistance economy, in the hope that it will be useful.

Amir Kabir, Sharif, Science and Technology, Khajeh Nasir and Tehran University, are five top universities engineering, along with other good universities in the country. Scientific teams composed of outstanding students from these universities, In addition to these students, prominent professors of these universities to be used as project managers. Esteemed government at the disposal workshops these teams, and also provide to them examples of basic commodities in the country. At the beginning of the project on basic goods and needed Country in these workshops will be conducted reverse engineering, and specialists in these workshops to achieve these goods manufacturing technology, and potential defects they resolve and increase to quality of them, that this caused produce that commodity with better quality. After the eliminating the need for the country through the production of basic commodities, to start production of consumer goods (Video and Audio / Kitchen Accessories / Household appliances / ...), after reverse engineering, and access to technology, also can be produced these basic commodities with better quality, and over time has turned this country into an industrial country.

One of the provisions of resistance economy is endogenous and outward-looking, on this basis mentioned specialists; it will produce quality goods imported with better quality and in addition to the
meet the needs of the domestic market, also provides export fields because these goods are also needed in foreign markets.

One of the problems our country is the lack of skilled workers a graduate after leaving university, that in this paper I have some advises for removing these problems. Teams to discuss were formed of students that in these workshops have learned manufacturing technologies Commodities that have domestic and export consumption market, so could after graduating employed in factories and workshops producer these goods. Along with these students, graduates from other disciplines can also be used in these factories.

**Conclusion**

As was said in about resistance economy, Resistance economy is meant to detect pressure spheres and subsequently attempts to control and attenuate them, and under ideal conditions trying to convert this pressure into opportunity. Resistive economy is in order to reducing dependence and emphasizes the advantages of domestic production and trying to self-reliance. At this time a that country faced with a variety of pressures and sanctions by the enemies of the revolution and the global arrogance, focus on Resistance economy and act in line with it can be make a huge help for country successful passage of this crisis. Supreme Leader's repeated emphasis on this issue and his recommendations for dealing with resistance economy shows the importance this issue and his concern is to fix it. Certainly today everyone recognize to resistance economy discussion, and each one should be in turn act to solve this problem.
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